The J. Schwinger's formalism of the Green function in the quantum electrodynamics is applied to the transition problem of the state. It is shown that the many body kernel in the Heisenberg representation involves the information about the transition of the state and this is dh'ectly represented by the repeated use of the one body kel'Oel G,@ and the vertex opel'ator rlL defined by J. Schwinger.
The propagation of the interaction effects between the fields is usually represented by the Green functions in the present quantum field theory. In the interaction representatioq these Green functions are the well-known dB, SF. etc. The matrix describing the transition of the state is constructed by the repeated use of these Feynman's functions. As was shown by Stiickelbergl), introducing the Feynman's functions and the usual Dyson's S-matrix follows as a logical consequence of the requirements of the c:ausality for the propagation of the interaction effects. This fact suggests that the Green .function is one of the fundamental basis of the current quantum field theory.
The importance of these Green function becomes dearer in the Heisenberg representation, because there the state vector is time-independent and the temporal development of the system is described by the field operators and $0 it can be expected that the Green function involves the information about the transition of the state. On the other hand, many authors 2 ) , 3) have expected that the Green function of the 1z-body problem involves also the information about the stationary state of the nobody problem.
It is the aim of this paper to investigate the detailed property of the Green function in the Heisenbeg representation. A crucial method to treat the Green function in the Heisenberg representation ,has been proposed by J. Schwinger. 2 ) In this paper we shall treat our problem along the same line as he has done and restrict ourselves' only to the quantum electrodynamics.
In the usual perturbation theory, the Green function of the one body problem has a special importance. As Dyson 4l has shown in the quantum electrodynamics, the S-matrix element is obtained through the substitution of S;., D;', and r for the electron line, photon line, and the vertex part in any possible irreducible graphs corresponding to the given transition process.
These S~, D~ correspond to the Green functions of the one body problem. In § 4, we show, without use of the usual perturbation theory, that the mattix element of any transition is written by an adequate graph which contains the Green function of the one body problem and J'~ as for the internal line and vertex part, respectively. Further, we will treat the renormalization problem in our method without use of the perturbation theory. However, on account of the difficulty associated with the b-divergence, the completion of the discussion is confined to be left in future. § 2. On the transition matrix and the Green function of the many body problem
We treat the problem in the quantum electrodynamics, whose Lagrange density IS of the form
where '1) is a spinor source which anticommutes with if' and Sb, ~ IS given by '1)*r4 and J~ is a c-number source current and further F~"=a:LA"-a"AiJ..* From (2.1), the well-known equations of motion in the Heisenberg representation are obtained: As Gell-Mann and LowE) has shown, ' Fa may be written as 
which gives the proof of (2. 10) .
Using the the creation and annihilation operators q;, the Fourier transform of Qa. is expressed in the form
The normalization constant in (2· 10) is expressed by the reciprocal of the product of * If we denote the interaction Hamiltonian density as H(x) and apply the usual perturbation theory, we have
The appearance of the denominator in (2·8)' corresponds to the procedure in the usual perturbation which leaves out of consideration the isolated diagram, whose init'al and final states are the vacuum states.
** (2·10) has been applied to the problem of the multiple production of meson; H. Umezawa et aI.,
Phys. Rev. 85 (1952), 505.
(d .. t;(k') ...• d .. r(k) ... ).*
Now we define the Green functions for many body problems as follows: electron Green functions
photon Green functions
According to the calculation rule given by J. Schwinger, we have ** E in the expression ( >+ E means the sign function as to the coordinates appearing in ( >+. For instance, for the case of
In th~ fo110',,:n6 discu~sion W~ shall eliminlte this symbol as far as it does not give rise to mistake.
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Since U(a, a') has non vanishing matrix element only for the transition satisfying the charge conservation law, we have the following relation for F, in which the numbers of the¢ and (jj are different each. other ; (2-·16) For example, we have (2.17) From the invariance of the theory under the charge conjugation, we have the Furry's theorem, (AfL)J-+o=O.
From these relation and (2. 10), (2· 15), we find that the many body Green function at the limit <'1--,>0, ~--,>O} corresponds to the transition matrix element. Hereafter,we denote these quantities with (J--'>O, ~--,>O) by those with the super-suffix 0.* For example, G~(:.rr:r2'i'tx2)' @Ailill2),andKTjo,(x1xtl2} correspond to the Moller scattering of the two electrons, photon-photon scattering, and Compton-scattering, respectively.
On:e body Green functi()n is connected with the current J;, (x) as follows:
Hereafter, the matrix representation for the coordinates of electron and photon is used and so the matrices 1, a", ¢, (jj, A",. GTj and In the above expression the mass operator M and polarization operator P are the matrices whose elements are given by M(r, x'), P (f, f') defined as follows:
* The limiting process (J ---+0, 1)---+0) should be taken after the variational operation of (2 ·12), (2 ·13) and (2·14).
** The product of the two matrices A and B is defined by'
(X\AB\x')=~ dy(.riA\y)(y\B\x'). 
Using (2·27) we have 
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The fact that r of the point a is not replaced by r~ coorresponds to the Dyson's argument on the b-divergence, because we must take into account only one of the equivalent graphs (i), (ii) in Fig. 2 .
In the quantum electrodynamics we can normalize cp and All-so that in the high energy ·region all possible quantities with dimension of the length are the momenta PII-of particies 6 )*. In this case the dimensions of G~ and @~ agree with those of SF and DF, respectively, and r~ and r II-are the dimensionless quantities.
Let us separate the infinite constants from G~, @~ and r~ as follows:
where G~l> @~1 and r~l are free from infinity. Substituting (3.3) into (3.2), we have
In the above equation, while the integrand of the third term is finite, its integration may be divergent. Since this divergence comes from the contribution of the high energy region, the following discussion shows that this integral is at most linearly or logarithmically divergent. Z1' Z2' and Zg are the function of the upper limit .p ~ co of the integration concerning the internal momentum and so the dimension of the divergent Z1' Z2' andZg should be zero or negative power of the length. Therefore, the dimension of G~I' @~1 (3.5) where A and B are linearly and logarithmically divergent and C is a finite quantity.
As Fig. 1 is symmetric in association with the two vertices a and b, it is expected that a infinite constant factor ~-1 appears from the vertex a as well as the vertex b after * In the interaction. of the second kind, the situation is not so simple as in this case, because the coupling constant has the dimension of the length. the integration is analogous to Dyson's argument. However, the consistent proof of this situation is not yet verified in our method. This defect which is due to the, asymmetrical treatment of the two vertices makes it difficult to compare our method with Dyson's one also in the discussion of the skelton approximation in' the next section. * Substituting (3· 5) into (3·4), we obtain the following relations asa necessary condition for the convergence of the right side of (3.4) : Therefore, the theory is entirely free from divergence, provided that it is shown that any Feynman diagram of Smatrix is expressed by the irreducible skelton in which internal lines, vertex, and charge correspond to G~1> @~J' r~l> and t'l' respectively. In this paper the method in which any transition matrix is represented entirely by the G~, @J. and [~ is called the skelton approximation. If we have the formulation of the skelton approximation, any vertex in Fig. 3 is of the form e( G~ @~G~)1/2r~ which can' be reo, written as follows;
,.1, (3.8) so that it turns out that there exists no more any infinite quantity in the theory. Thus it is necessary for completion of our procedure only to investigate the possibility of the above skelton approximation and this is the aim of the next section. As will be shown there, unfortunately, we can not yet find the complete formulation of the skelton approximation and this problem is left to be investigated in future. § 4. The skelton approximation
In this section we shall prov.e that the transition matrix element is obtained through substituting the Green function of the one body problem and r,. into any internal lines and the vertex part of the adequate graph corresponding to its process. However this graph is not completely equivalent to the skelton and we must often use the uncorrected * If this deffects are get rid of, one could set up a non-singular theory by using the lagl'angi~n gh'en by G, Takeda7) and applying the variational method in §2;
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vertexrll-' although it is needless to use SF and DE' According to (2. 10), it turns out that the problem is how to express all the many body Green function by the one body Green function and the vertex function rll-; i.e., the corrected function approximation. In the following we discuss on this problem in some examples, i.e., the Moller scattering of two electrons and the photon-photon scattermg.
(i) Moflir scattering
According to (2. 10), the transition matrix element for the Moller scattering corresponds to G~(,:t:"l' <r2, z:, z;). Using (2·12), we have
where
This· is represented by the diagrams denoted in Fig. 3 .
In this diagram and hereafter it should be noted that the straight and waved line, the vertex and vertex with circle correspond to G~, &1J, r 11-' and r~, respectively.
The second term of (4· 1) expresses two independent electrons scattering without the real interaction. The effect of the true Moller scattering due to the real interaction of two .electrons is involved in the first terms of (4·1 
This is represented by the diagrams in Fig. 4 , It can be shown that the second term of (4, 6) contributes to the skelton higher than the fourth order. Using (2,22), we have and this diagrams correspond to e 2 -skelton.
After the tedious calculation, (4, 8) is rewritten in the form;
Therefore, from (4· 6) we have From (4.3), (2.17), (4.5), we can obtain the relation (2) where G is defined by the left side of (4,7) without superscript O. The second term of ( 4 .4) gives to (4. 10) the skelton higher than the e 6 -approximation, and we write this part as OCe 6 ). Using (4·10), we can rewrite (4.10) as follows:
(4.12) Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ptp/article-abstract/10/6/617/1831118 by guest on 14 January 2019
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The second term of e 4 . 12) corresponds to e 4 -skelton, and is given by (4) G~e ;x2, ,x~) As stated in the preceding section, it should be noted here that only some part of all vertices are replaced by r",. For instaric~ in Fig. 4 , only one vertex among two is replaced by r",. Thus the contribution which corresponds to Fig. 6 in the usual perturbation theory is. not involved in this &agta:m, but in Fig. 5 which belongs to e 4 -skelton. Of course, if we takemto account infinitely higher order terms in the present approl{rmation, then the both vertices will be completely corrected and so by r"" and then the skelton approximation May be obtained. However such a procedure is of a perturbation t:heor~ticif{ concept. This unfavourable situation of our method is due to the fact that, in the course of obtaining the higher orderskdton by applying (2.24) to one body Green Fig. 6 function, .only one vertex among two of the self-energy part is replaced by {''''.
(ii) Photon-photon scattering These correspond to e 4 -skelton approximation and are represented by diagrams in Fig. 8 . All other processes be treated in the similar method as to the above two examples.
